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President Ford: I've looked at the NSSM 246 study. It is obviously a 
very well done ~ffort, particularly in view of the time pres sures. It 
has been helpful to me, and should be helpful to the next Administration. 
I've looked at the various alternatives. Don, should we start with the 
six: overall strategies, or perhaps go first with strategic forces and 
then general purpose forces? 

' .. ·· .. 1 

Secretary Rumsfeld: We have the strategies on the boards here today. 
We could start with the strategic forces and then discuss them.; then turn 
to the general purpose forces. Or we could take them. together at one 
time and then have our dis cus sions. 

President Ford: Let's start with strategic forces, then see if we can 
turn to the general purpose forces. 

Mr. Hyland: The boards that are up there now show the overall strategies. 

Secretary Rurnsfeld: That presum.es that we have worked ~ur way through 
the strategic forces and general purpose forces issues and strategies. 

Dr. Wade: (Briefing from the boards on overall strategies.) These 
overall strategies are notional in character. They are examples only, 
and they are not the only variations which are pos sible. (Typed copies 
of the charts are at Tab A of these minutes. ) 

Option A assumes that the m.ajor buildup of strategic forces by the Soviets 
com.pels the U. S. to improve its strategic force posture substantially 
and rapidly. With respect to general purpose forces, this strategy accepts 
greater risks, and frees resources for strengthening U. S. strategic forces. 

President Ford: Do the figures there m.ean that we would save from. 
$3 billion to$IO billion? 

Dr. Wade: Yes. 

Director Lynn: Over what period of time? 

Secretary Rumsfeld: These are average annual costs over a period of 
five to ten years, but they are inaccurate and soft, and they work off a 
higher base than that recently approved by the President. 

Director Lynn: The only things v.e should really pay attention to are the 

plus and minus signs. .<;;~~o~,r;~,,\ 
~\ 
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Secretary Kissinger: Is the base the same for all alternatives? 

Director Lynn: Yes. 

President Ford: But all are related dollar-wise to one another. 

Secretary Rum.sfeld: Right. 

Dr. Wade: Alternative B aSSUInes that the priority near-term. problem 
confronting U. S. security interests is the buildup of Soviet forces for 
possible attack in Europe. It also assum.es that the growth of Soviet 
strategic capabilities can be m.et wlth acceptable risk by a slower rate 
of modernization in our strategic forces.2: 

o 
Alternative C is basically the current DOD program. as expressed in 
the latest FYDP (Five Year Defense Plan). 

Secretary Kissinger: What is the theory behind each of the.se alternatives? 

Dr. Wade: Alternative A assumes that priority m.ust be given to countering 
the Soviet strategic buildup. It also assum.es a short war in Europe. 

Secretary Kissinger: What does it do that we are not doing now? 

Secretary Rum.sfeld: In this alternative, we would have to stop doing 
som.e things we are doing now. 

cr: Secretary Kissinger: What about in the strategic forces area? o 
Dr. Wade: It would accelerate the m.odernization program. It would 
bring M-X in in 1984. We would m.ove faster on TRIDENT II. There would 
be a significant improvem.ent in our counter- silo capability. And we 
would have improved civil defense and air defense. 

General Scowcroft: And basically it would give us a full counter- silo 
capability. 

Dr. Wade: You have som.e hand-outs in front of you which will help as 
we go through the strategies. (A copy of the hand-out is at Tab B of 
these m.inutes. ) 

Alternative D aSSUIlles that our conventional strategy is adeEluate, but 
that we have to do som.ething about the Soviet strategic forces buildup.,/~ 

~:; ~:. 0 OJ ii\),~\• 
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President Ford: What about our supply of stocks in Europe for 90 days? 

Dr. Wade:' Out" plan is for 90 days but we are not there yet. The allies 
are around 30 days. 

Secretary Kissinger: Under strategic strategy S-4, you talk about military 
advantage. What is this? 

Dr. Wade: That at any level of determ.ination, if war breaks out, we 
would insure that there would not be a Soviet military advantage. 

Secretary Rumsfeld: Henry, each term. is exptained in the NSSM 246 
report. This one is on page 24. 

Secretary Kissinger: I still don't know what it means. 

L.~
", General Scowcroft: It is hard to say in realistic terms. 

Secretary Kissinger: What about in terms of the SlOP? 

.f 

General Brown: This was a hurried study, and there are no hard numbers. 

President Ford: It assumes that if we have more, we are better off. 

Secretary Kissinger: If we choose Alternative A, but this is certainly not 
the DOD preference, nor mine. Unless we can establish overwhelming 
m.ilitary advantages in strategic forces, we are asking for it in Alternative A. 

(.J

;:2 Option A would magnify every problem we have. 

() 

Dr. Wade: In Option E, we would have a. moderately increased strategic 
emphasis, today's strategy for Europe, and increased worldwide capabilities. 

For Option F, we have increased em.phasis on strategic deterrence, 
increased capability in Europe, and today's capabilities worldwide. 

Secretary Rum.sfeld: Just to refresh your memory, we first analyzed the 
strategic forces. We cam.e up with about eight key issues, each of which 
could be addres sed in two or three different ways. Then we com.bined these 
issues in various ways to give us alternative strategies for our strategic 
forces. Then we did the sam.e thing with general purpose forces. The 
important thing is not whether we are talking about Option ItSIt or Option ltG, It 
but the issues. 

)<~-rz;?:)..,\ 
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President Ford: On the chart for Option C, you refer to Jlcurrent defense 
policy. II Please relate that to Option E, for example. What is the 
corresponding line for Option C? Is it consistent with the Navy shipbuilding 
study? 

Secretary Rurnsfeld: We looked at various alternatives for sustaining 
capability in Europe such as 30 days, 90 days, .and so forth and we con
sidered other such factors. 

Secretary Kissinger: How was it computed? By·German standards? When 
we say we have 90 days capability, they say: we:have 50 days. Conversely, 
using our standards for computation, their 30 days is really 60 days. 

General Brown: We are a long way from solving that problem. It is a national 
problem. 

<':," 

Secretary Kissinger: But what way is it computed? Does Haig know what 
he has got? 

General Brown: Yes. 

Deputy Secretary Clements: Henry, I don't care how we compute it. We 
siInply don't have it over there. 

Secretary Rurnsfeld: No. Plus the Middle East has changed our estim.ates 
for attrition rates. 

Secretary Kissinger: This leaves us with other problems. We will be 

driven by the lowest days of the critical item. 


Deputy Secretary Clements: There are several of those critical items, not 
just one. 

General Brown: This is no secret. It is well known. We took it into 

account in the FY 78 budget for the first tiIne. 


Secretary Rurnsfeld: Never before did we have a program to get well. This 
tiIne we have such a program. 

Deputy Secretary Clements: At least now we are talking about it. 

Secretary Rurnsfeld: If we don't get well, it lowers the nuclear threshold. 
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Dr. Lehman: The Soviet figures don't look that good either. Their 

situation is not better. 


General Brown: Our knowledge of their situation is limited. It relates 

to how we estimate they fill up their buildings. The estimates are pretty 

soft in m.any areas. 


Secretary Rum.sfeld: This forces the Services to continue to reassess 
the situation. 

Secretary Kissinger: I am. strongly in favor of/that. 


Vice President Rockefeller: Mr. President, let me ask two questions,please. 

Were these plans developed with a budgetary ceiling in mind? 


President Ford: No. 


Vice President Rockefeller: Then why don't we have an Option G where 

all three areas (strategic, Europe, worldwide) are im.prove'd. 


General Scowcroft: You are right. It stops at Option F. 


Vice President Rockefeller: That means Japan has got to go. That is bad. 


Secretary Rum.sfeld: Not if you take Option E. 

General Scowcroft: You have no option that im.proves strategic forces, 

Europe, and worldwide. 


Vice President Rockefeller: That is why we need an Option G. 


Secretary Rum.sfeld: What we should do is look at the issues. Why 

don't we take a look at the issues? 


Vice' President Rockefeller: I didn't m.ake up the charts. 


Secretary Rurnsfeld: An interagency group prepared the charts. 


Vice President Rockefeller: Why don't we have an option for improvements 

in all three areas? 

Secretary Rumsfeld: Maybe there should be one. We don't have to take 
any of these options that are shown on the chart. We can take a look at the 
issues, and then com.e up with the strategy we think is best. ,,~. r C!;?~>\ 
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Vice President Rockefeller: Then why are we doing it this way? 

Secretary Rumsfeld: There are an infinite number of combinations possible. 
These are only ill ustrative. 

Vice President Rockefeller: But none of them includes all three areas 
for improvements. 

Director Lynn: With respect to today's policy,. I think we are moving 
from S-2 to S-3 for strategic forces. For general purpose forces, this 
assum.es that we are trying to do better in Europe with our stockpile and 
the like. 

Secretary Rumsfeld: The current general purpose forces strategy is G-2. 

Director Lynn: That has the United States at 90 days sustainability and 
the allies at 30 days. 

Secretary Kissinger: What is the rationale for that? 

Director Lynn: The allies don't get it up there. 

Vice President Rockefeller: The plan today is inadequate, based on the 
analysis in the report. 

President Ford: Nelson, we had a drawdown in Vietnam. We had a 
drawdown for the Yom Kippur War. We have had Congressional cuts in 
the budget over 10 years. It is very easy to say "let's turn the switch 
on and get it right, " but where are we going to get the m.aney? We have 
problem.s with inflation and taxes. It's great to go for all of it, but 
goddam.n it, we can't do everything. We should show these charts to 
Mr. Carter, with all his talk. 

Secretary Rumsfeld: The st:rategies are for illustration only. The 
way it ought to be done is as follows. Let's take one of each of the 
strategic and general purpose options and m.odify them. Let's keep the 
differences in mind. We have to think about what we have now, what 
policy we have in mind, and what budget plan is necessary for that guidance. 

Vice President Rockefeller: But som.ebody thinks that each of these 
options is right. 

General Scowcroft: But we didn't put up the minim.al option either. 

.,~, ,-~....,.~ .....".-,.. ~.."" 
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Vice President Rockefeller: The poor President of the United States 1S 

responsible for the defense of the country. 

Secretary Kissinger: The question isn't what the hurn.an mind can conceive. 
First, the problem is with the Soviet strategic buildup. The second point 
is that it is unlikely for us to be able to develop a decisive military 
superiority in strategic forces, of the kind we had in the 1950s. Third, 
we should not permit perceptual discrepancies; we have to consider what 
drives the political and perceptual prob1em.s. These considerations could 
lead us to an unspecified increase in strategic fo'rces. 

Next, 	the overwhel.zning strategic problem. we will face over the next 10 
years is the Soviet capability for regional attack -- in Europe and elsewhere.

5 And we have to consider what the U. S. position would be with respect to 
:-. peripheral attack. 
:~< 

? . 	 Therefore, we should have a strategy to augment our strategic forces, 
plus what is··needed for worldwide capability, plus we have the special 
problem. of Europe since it has a more explicit nuclear thre'sho1d. 

For exam.p1e, what if the Soviets put four divisions in Dam.ascus in a 
Middle East war, or in Iran, or real force s in Africa. That is the real 
problem.• 

Secretary Rum.sfe1d: That is what the Pentagon has concluded and what 
the Vice President is saying. I think we should go with strategy S-3 
with som.e e1em.ents of S-4, and strategy G-3 with e1em.ents of G-4 or 
G-5. This includes worldwide capabilities. We would not add troops toa:::: o 	 Europe, but we would put stocks in, and there would be increases in the 
strategic area. 

Now the debate is about what pieces to add in. We have discussed most 
of the issues except for civil defense. For civil defense, I think we should 
go from. something which is practically non-existent to som.e better planning. 
We have no base for civil defense plans, and I am. not talking about going 
back to bom.b shelters. 

Vice President Rockefeller: There is nothing wrong with bomb shelters. 

Secretary Rum.sfe1d: You're for bom.b shelters? (Laughter) 

Vice President Rockefeller: I just built one at m.y hom.e. 

General Brown: We can pick and choose through the charts. As for theSeS;·. 
'~.... 

we com.e out somewhere between three and five in each case. 
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Secretary R urn.sfeld: Then we have to determine what pace to do it. 

Secretary Kissinger: Then we have the Vice President's question. We 
have no budgetary figures for the Defense preference. 1£ it's from three 
to five, then the budget would go up. 

Secretary R urn.sfeld: This is not a budget exercise. 

Vice President Rockefeller: I still don't underst~nd why we have no option 
which improves all three areas. 

1 

Secretary R urn.sfeld: DOD was acting as the Chairman of an NSC subgroup. 
It tried to do the work in a reasonably orderly way. 

Deputy Secretary Clements: Mr. Vice President, you are right. Ultimately, 
we must manage all of this, and figure out what it costs. 

Secretary Rumsfeld: You can forget some strategies like G~l and G-2. 
We ought- to think about improving our wo rldwide capabilities. We can do.. 
the studies identified at the end of the study. And we can cost out those 
strategies which look particularly interesting to us. 

Vice President Rockefeller: And explain what the reasons are. 

Secretary Rurn.sfeld: We have another question, Mr. President. Mechani
cally, given the electora.-l situation, we must determine physically how 
to handle the study. Would you want to speak to it? Hand it off? Pursue 
it further? 

President Ford: I'm reminded of the first debate in the House I attended 
in 1950. The Administration was cutting back on defense following the 
post-war period. Carl v'i~~~~t took up the cudgel for DOD. But George 
Mahon gave a speech in which he used the following analogy. He said he 
was for defense. His record for 1950 was good on this. But then he took 
his son to the Smithsonian. He came to a man in armor surrounded by a 
coat of iron. His son bumped into it, and it toppled over. His son asked 
him why it toppled over. And George replied, IIBecause it had no bone and 
muscle inside. " 

My point is this. The country can put a coat of iron around it, but if it 
has no economy and will, it is no good. Sometimes I think we want to put 

.1 a coat of iron and steel around us, and let the economy go to hell. The... j 

country would not be worth a damn internally. 
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We must take a rational view to meet the challenge militarily. This has 
been a d'amn good exe rcise, but we must be realistic. I'm. a little fed 
up when I see what we try to do but see what the next generation will 
be doing. We cannot go through an unrealistic exercise. Let's see what 
is reasonable and go from. there. 

Vice President Rockefeller: Mr. Carter wants to spend $10 billion on 
public works; if we want to spend it on the military, I think it would be 
just as good. 

President Ford: That is why I vetoep the public works program. I see 
none of his solutions aim.ed at military strength. Jobs, cities, public 
works -- but not one penny for defense of the United States. 

Secretary Rumsfeld: As Mr. Carter was leaving the Pentagon after his 
briefing, som.eone asked him. whether he still intended to cut the Defense 
budget. He said yes. 

General Brown: That's not exactly what he said. He said: "I1ve seen 
som.ething about the Soviet forces but I've not yet seen th~ U. S. forces." 

President Ford: He is as inaccurate as I know, but we must be realistic. 
If we do not have a healthy econom.y, we can't do anything. 

Secretary Rum.sfeld: The Mahon analogy would fit if the case were that 
the present burden of defense on society is dangerous. But this is not 
the case. Defense is the lowest percentage of the federal budget and the 
gross national product in m.any years. This goes to m.acroeconom.ics. 
Does an increm.ental increase of defense spending of X percent do dam.age 
to the economy? No! I believe that. Of course, Mr. President, you 
could find some economist som.ewhere who takes the other side. But I 
say there is no danger of damaging the econom.y. 

President Ford: In keeping program.s the way they are. 

Secretary Rumsfeld: Yes, sir. You must begin with the fact that the 
United States is not an economic enterprise. The first function of govern
m.ent is freedom. and security of our people. Therefore, it is not a question 
of what spending level we should have, but what is the right policy or 
strategy. 

I got in this debate in Europe with some of the people after the m.eeting. 
They say they can't afford increased defense. But that is false. Look 
at Israel; look at the United States in World War II. It is a matter ofprioriti.es. 

~ . .~', . 
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General Scowcroft: But we have to ask what is politically sustainable 
year after year after year. We either do that or we have to get into a 
frenzy with the threat. 

Secretary Rum.sfe1d: Where are we in a frenzy with the threat? 

General Scowcroft: Look at Vietnarn.. 

General Brown: And in the late 50s when we talked about the missile threat. 

Director Lynn: I don't really see a lot of changes from. the overall strategies 
vice what we determined in the study in 1969. .We are looking at how many 
days we should provide for sustainability in Europe and issues such as this. 
These should be identified and we are doing this•. We have to look closely 
at the idea of fighting for 90 days in light of attrition rates, prepositioning~ 
and the like. 

Secretary Kissinger: Particularly when we put our prepos~tioned stocks 
all in one depot to save rn.oney. 

.f 

Secretary Rurn.sfe1d: General Haig is working his can off to fix this. 

Director Lynn: There are very few things we want to change. We must 
consider non-exclusive reliance on sea 1anes~ given the vulnerabilities of 
sea lanes. We are rn.oving that way. If I can convince Congress to slow 
down dorn.estic programs ~ we ought to also be able to make our case for 
defense. 

The strategy should be~ Mr. President: (1) Address the problem hard in 
the State of the Union Address. Put out a very strong signal. (2) We 
should address it in the Defense Posture Statement~ that we are m.oving 
to strategy S-3. I wouldn't go to S-4~ though~ if som.eone paid me. 

President Ford: We can't even build three TRIDENTs a year. 

Di.rector Lynn: Third~ we could prepare a draft NSDM. You would not 
have to sign it; just give it to Mr. Carter. He can then compare his ideas 
against that sheet. The turnaround you have made over the past two years 
has been rern.arkab1e. To keep it going~ discipline on dom.estic prograrn.s 
must be irn.posed. 

And then we can do some other things. For exam.p1e~ with Japan~ there 
is som.e room for ASW and air defense im.provem.ents on their part.--f~O--;:;"~' 
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Secretary Rumsfeld: And even economic aid in the region. 


Director Lynn: This is confusing. Current defense policy has words such 

as lIincreased, 11 lIimproved. 11 We are now moving to S-3, now moving to 

counter-silo capability. 


General Scowcroft: A partial counter- silo capability. 


Secretary Rurn.sfeld: Right. A limited counter- silo capability. 

Director Lynn: I am not that sure that Henry ~ould want to signal this. 
I hope the M-X program. we have is good enough for the signals we want 

c 
z this year. 

Secretary Rurn.sfeld: I presume Henry's views are in the study since 
'~' ..

. i the State Departm.ent has been involved throughout the entire process • 

Secretary Kissinger: I have no quarrel with the study. 

Secretary Rumsfeld: A draft NSDM is being prepared. Ilcan give it to 
Brent. 

General Scowcroft: I am not sure I wouldn't sign it. 

Vice President Rockefeller: When the General says sign, that is good. 
Also, you can give a strong signal and sign the NSDM. You can say 
these are the details. These are the essential things to say to the 
Am.erican people.. If you, Mr. President, pull back, he'll pull back from 
that. We should plant the flag on a field where it is sound and right. 

Secretary Kissinger: The most important thing is to explain this to the 
Arn.erican people. You can do this, Mr. President, in a valedictory 
occasion, such as the State of the Union Address. You can say that we 
have been focusing on the long-term. problem.s over 15· years, so it doesn't 
look like you've neglected anything. 

Basically, in the 1960s we stopped all strategic program.s, so we gave 
the Soviets an opportunity to get ahead. It wasn't until SALT ONE that 
we did something about it. And about four years ago we got our force 
program.s m.oving again. These program.s are just now com.ing into the 
force. 

Also, we can talk about Vietnam., how _we had to draw down the stockpiles 
to support the war in Vietnam.. /{,:~"t:·=,~;-
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However, this has not been the result of a sudden Soviet buildup. They 
have been building up at a steady pace year after year. 

Also, we should worry about the way we allocate our money. We spend 
a disportionately large amount for personnel. 

However, it has not been a sudden Soviet buildup, but a steady buildup. 
You were the first President who has had a chance to m.eet this. We 
would not just want to be sticking the new Administration, but making 
sure that there is not a chance that they-:could say that you failed. 

In 15 or 20 minute s of your speech, you could say this I and how you would 
conduct our defense policy. There should be both some theory and som.e 
numbers in the speech. 

Pre sident Ford: I think that is a good approach. My comments were aim.ed 
at trying to get well yesterday, and feeling we haven't done the job. We 
have done the job! What worries m.e is that they say they will do abetter 
job with les s m.oney. That sim.ply is not pos sible. . 

.1 

Secretary Kissinger: We would want to put the necessity in terms of forces, 
not dollars. We could talk about the need for forces for intervention. Then, 
if stated conceptually, it would be much harder for him. to cut. 

Secretary Rumsfeld: There is an advantage in stating it that way. Then 
we could add the next comm.ent: They can cut, but we will slip. This is 
exactly what happened in Vietnam, and with the Congressional budget cuts. 

The President is left with the tools from. his predecessors. If Carter 
makes the cuts of the kind he is talking about, he will compound the problem 
and we will not get well from the Vietnam. and Congressional cuts. 

Secretary Kissinger: You can put this before the American people. You 
can talk about the problems you see over the next 10 years. You have had 
a trern.endous record over the past two years. 

Secretary Rumsfeld: Right. And only if his record is sustained in the 
future will things be right. 

President Ford: Let's take a look at Strategy E. It talks about a moderately 
increased strategic emphasis. Haven't we done that? 

General Brown: Yes! ~. v 
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Secretary R UInsfeld: Except for civil defense. 

President Ford: I don't like the idea of bomb shelters in backyards. It 
reminds me of the time I was in Michigan and some shyster salesman 
tried to sell me one. It was a bunch of crap. 

Vice President Rockefeller: The salesman must have been from New 
York. (Laughter) 

President Ford: I am down on civil defense -- not one penny for it. Forget 
it! 

Secretary R UInsfeld: Then you are for S-3 minus civil defense, if I 
understand you correctly. 

President Ford: Am.en. Cross civil defense out. We are going ahead 
strongly with F-15s, F-16s, and A-las. We are improving our capabilities. 

Secretary Kissinger: If General Brown would like to give me a going away 
present, he can give the F-15 a nuclear capability. 

President Ford: We are .doing everything we can in Europe. We are going 
to fix up our stockpiles over a six year period. We are increasing our 
worldwide capability. Look what we are doing with the shipbuilding 
program. 

General Scowcroft: And we need some airlift. 

Secretary Rurnsfeld: Right. We need some airlift. 

President Ford: On the other issues: We are going to stay in Korea. We 
are augmenting our Navy shipbuilding. If Carter cuts Korea, he is cutting 
off from what I wo'u1d do. We are going for a responsible worldwide 
capability that we have endorsed. 

Secretary Kissinll'er: You can say that in your valedictory, plus you can 
look four to five years ahead. You can say you see the need for building 
up regional forces against an increasing danger; but this is a la-year steady 
program. We can't go through peaks and valleys. You can say that this 
is your best judgment. 

Deputy Secretary Clements: We can emphasize the steadiness of the program. 

~'.'. 
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Secretary Kissinger: You have supported many levels. 

Vice President Rockefeller: Where do we go from here now? 

Secretary Rurn.sfeld: We can com.e up with a paper. You can identify 
areas for further study and direct that these studies be taken. You can 
draft up the essence of what you have said. We can draft a NSDM. And 
you can take a draft of your statem.ent from. that NSDM. We can erect 
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this in the defense report, and the State of the Union Addres s or some 
other valedictory. You can plant the flag down the road, so if they deviate 
from it, they must admit it. 

~ President Ford: Or they can accept it, and the peril that goes with it. 
\.,_.1 

'.'.;' 

Secretary Rumsfeld: Yes. 

President Ford: Let's do this. 

Obviously, I favor S-3. I favor today1s strategy faT Europe. I favor the 
Navy shipbuilding program. I favor keeping forces in Kot-ea. And I favor 
a regional capability. 

Secretary Kissinger: That includes increased worldwide capability. 

Secretary Rumsfeld: Are there any other issues we haven't looked at? 

Director Lynn: NATO. 

General Scowcroft: G-3 is too general for NATO. 

Secretary Rurn.sfeld: Mr. President, as I understand it, you favor no 
increase in m.anpower for Europe but you do want to increase our stocks, 
keep our m.odernization program. going, and have a war-fighting capability. 

President Ford: Yes. 

Secretary Rurn.sfeld: You favor, as I understand it, a m.ore flexible 
response concerning warning time. That is, an ability to defend against 
an unreinforced attack with little warning, or reinforced attack with m.ore 
warning. 

President Ford: What about the 90 days sustainability? 
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General Scowcroft: We can increase our prepositioned supplies. 

Deputy Secretary Clements: Definitely. 

Secretary Rumsfe1d: We would not give U. S. money to the allies for 
sustainability, but rather prod them to do more. Also, we should look 
at the NATO flanks. 

President Ford: I'm not clear on the flanks. What are we talking about? 
Troops? Mate rials? 

General Brown: Basically, we're doing better. You gave us sealift 
and airlift mobility. 

President Ford: If we have the Navy shipbuilding and airlift, we should 
be able to handle that. 

General Scowcroft: To increase our worldwide capability, we need 

strategic m.obility. 


Secretary Rumsfe1d: Yes, we need strategic m.obility. 


General Brown: Are we talking about G- 3? 


Director Lynn: We ought to put this in writing. 


Secretary Rum.sfe1d: Mr. President, where do you stand on civil defense? 

(Laughter) 


President Ford: Mr. Carter can put his m.oleho1es around here. (Laughter) 


Vice President Rockefeller: Does the study address adequate training? 


General Brown: We're getting better in this, although the O&M dollars 

are still a little thin• 


Vice President Rockefeller: Isn't this the guts of the matter? It ought to 

be here. This is another illustration of the m.an-in-armor analogy. 


President Ford: We are doing what we can to recover from Vietnam and 
the Yom Kippur War. 

Vice President Rockefeller: How much money is involved? 
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General Brown: I don't know. 

President Ford: Approximately $2 billion in O&M. We are up to 18 percent 
growth in O&M, which is what you wanted. We are up to 14 percent on 
other accounts. 

Vice President Rockefeller: This will fit into Henry's projection for the 
future. 

President Ford: These things are in the budget~ not for five years, but 
over a six-year period. 

Director Lynn: The reason it is hard to be that final, is that we disagree 
on attrition rates, strategies the East might use in an attack, and so forth. 
We can do our best at this tim.e and when further facts are available, then 
we can always adjust. 

Vice President Rockefeller: All the Services are way beh~nd on training. 
But this is not my business. 

.f 

General Brown: You are going in the right direction, but the problem. is 
a little overstated. 

Dr. Lelun.an: Israeli statistics show a direct relationship between flying 
hours and kills. If a pilot had ten times the flying hours, he had ten tim.es 
the kills. 

Secretary Rum.sfeld: Henry said to me, jokingly, before the meeting that 
I was going to scare everybody about the Russians ahead. 

Secretary Kissinger: I said that? 

Secretary Rum.sfeld: .' Jokingly. But this does affect the pace. 

Vice' president Rockefeller: I am. concerned. I read the intelligence reports 
every day. 

Secretary Kissinger: I am. concerned by statem.ents that the Soviets will 
engage in a Hitler-like attack. What they have done is the sam.e thing 
they have done all along; that is, increase their budget about 8-10 percent 
a year for defense. As their economy increases, their military grows. 
We have to live with this. 

Secretary Rum.sfeld: What I don,'t like is the impression that this is not",.../:~~,
" ,. " 

that serious. The President's paper m.ust say that it is serious. Had i:/ <"-;:\ 
~ 
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the President not demonstrated his concern, we would be in an 
unstable situation. 

President Ford: But I don't think you can realistically say that they 
have all of a sudden done this. The problem is not what they have done, 
but what we haven't done over a period of years. 

General Scowcroft: We must do this on a sustaining basis. 

Secretary Rum.sfeld: We can't run a war and drain off our supplies to 
som.ewhere else. 

Deputy Secretary Clements: We need to be realistic in a simple way. 
We have to be steady with this. In the past som.e have talked about 
Cloud 7 plans that we can't m.eet. We must project this in a simple, 
honest way. We m.ust say that we can't do it in NATO because of our 
stockso 

General Brown: We have talked about two things: our mus'cle and our will. 
But there is a third thing. This is our relationships with'others. How can 
we talk about a contingency in the Middle East and have no base agreements 
in Turkey? This is true around the world. 

General Scowcroft: One thing that we have overlooked is the depth of 
the study. It has been a very fine study, but we m.ust consider its depth. 
Jim. Lynn m.entioned the coincidence with the 1969 study. There was 
nothing on 90 days versus 120 days. Also, we really haven't addressed 
theater nuclear war. With regard to strategic forces, we have to consider 
what we m.ean by such things as parity. Don says casualties are important. 
We talk about people, but our last docum.ent said that we should not kill 
people. Maybe we need a people-targeting doctrine, to show the Soviets that 
they could not get away with anything if they attacked. 

President Ford: How does this compare with the 1969 study in depth? 

Secretary Rumsfeld: This one was done in 60 days. Henry, you ran 
the last study. How long did you have, six months? 

Secretary Kissinger: Yes. But the ,strategic problem today is not all that 
different. In 1969, with Congress cutling the budget, we could only turn 
our doctrine around. However, we eventually went with MIRV, TRIDENT, 
B-1, and other programs but not until 1971 or 72. It is not that amazing 
that the doctrine is about the same. What is different is the Soviet forces' 
buildup, as som.e predicted in the 1950s. 
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In 1961, I was a consultant on the Kennedy plan to send a battalion down 
the autobahn. It was a crazy plan, but we could think about it because we 
had a clear strategic superiority. We could take out whatever missiles 
they had very easily. But if the sam.e situation faced us tomorrow, what 
would we do? Go to nuclear war? Execute the SlOP? Kill 120 million 
people? What will we send down the autobahn? This is no reflection on 
anybody. 

What would we do in the next Middle East War if the Israelis decide to go 
to Dam.ascus, and the Russians drop paratroops ·in Damascus? 

Secretary Rurnsfeld: They have improved their airlift and their tactical 

z air. 
o 
/-

Secretary Kissinger: With regard to the future, we are ahead in strategic 
/" " 	 forces and this may last from. four to five years. But there is no way to 

deal with strategic superiority. This is why I want SALT. We could never 
have enough for an overwhehning capability in strategic forces. This is 
why we should build up our conventional capability. 

.f 

General Brown: This is why the JCS are 100 percent for SALT. 

Secretary Rurnsfeld: But we are forgetting that strategic forces are not 
a big percentage of the budget. 

Deputy 	Secretary Clem.ents: People are the high cost item. 

o ~ President Ford: Let r s prepare to go along these lines. 

Vice President Rockefeller: I would hate to leave these options on the 
chart that cut the budget. Carter could say that President Ford gave serious 
consideration to cutting the budget. 

President Ford: Thanks very m.uch. 
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SUBJECT: 

CCUNClL 

Deccnlber 14, 1976 

13HENT SCO'l'{CnOFT 

IUCHAHD T. BOVERIE /fTt{J' 

NSC },feeting on NSSM 246, 3;00 p. m .• , 
\\Tednesday, Decernber 15, 1976 

The: atl~~clIed rna.Lerials are p]~ovic1cc1 for your use at Vlednesd2.)rts 

NSC rneeting on the NSSM 246 stl:Jy on defense policy and rnilitary 
posture. Your meeting rnen:lO to tbe President (TabIII)sunlm_arizes 
the relevant)ssues and str;:tLegies. In p..ddition to the issues and 
s(:rategies,·anothe:c Inajor itern for discussion viill probably be 
-altcrn3.j;ive ways in '\vhich the President D:light D:lake use of the 
NSSM 246 study". 

i>gcJl.cy Views 

Our jnformal discussions indicate the following potential agency 
views; 

OSD. Secretary Humsfeld bas apparcnt~y decided to snggest 
s~lccting sh-atcgies S-3 and G-3 for our strategic forccE: a.nd general 
purpose forces, respectively. Strategy S-3 (offset USSRst:re~gths( 
military gain denial) basically reilects the current FYDP thrust. 
Strategy G-3 co_qtinues our current strategy in Europe and inlprovcs 
our capabiliLy \"v'orldwidc tluo1.1gh greater capability for Unilateral 
Military Action (v.'hich Co\l]O involve improved str<ltegic mobility, 
an1.ong other thing!;). These strategies do not appear inconsistent 
witb (-he Pres.iJent's budget clecision~; for FY 78 and could be cast as 
responding to ~\n increased global c:1.ailcnge i.n the future. 

-- .!~~~~~.:. For strate gic for co s, the Chiefs rC'portedly prefer 
8-3, plus S0l11C elcrncnts of 8,"4. The idea is to adopt an offsetting( 
military gain denia.l str<ltegy, while working toward a matching/ 
jntrawar n1.ilit:ary advanlage cor,cc[)t. F'or general purpose forces, 
the., Chiefs li],L; G--3 (some improved cClr;~lbility worldwide) plns elcm.cnts 
of C-S.(incl'c~u3cd ~nstain:tl)'iJji:y on the part of NATO allies, ~nd SOlDe 

.ro}) ,()j:,Chp.Tn;:CN~:JTTVE; - XCiDS (B) (3) 
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impr ovement in NATO re sponse capability). - - It is interes ting that 
the Chiefs are opting for relatively realistic goals rather than JSOP
type programs. Their preferred strategies would push the budget up 
SOlTle\vbat: in the out-years, but apparently are not inconsistent with 
the President's near-ter-m (FY 78) budget decisions. 

-- State. The State staff has recommended that Secretary Kissinger 

continue Deputy Secretary Robinson's then'le, i. e., that the study has 

been useful as a basis for identifying issues needing further analysis, 

but that no action should be taken at this til-rie to change policies. State's 

position would not preclude utilizing the study in the State of the Union or 

other public statements, so long as the strategy advocated is basically 

consistent with prese.nt policy. 


-- ACDA. The ACDA staff has suggested to John Lehman (Fred TIde 
will not b~-in town) that the Presi.dent should use the report to select 
·or ratify a s}A:ategy (with S-3 and G-3 being likely specific choices) and 
should reflect tl~is action in the State of the Union address and the 
budget subrnission. 

-:... OMB. The OMB staff is Tecomn1.el;ding to Jim Lynn th3.t he support 
strategic'7orces' alternati~"e S-2 (Triad/~trategic reserve/retaljation 
against postwar recovery targets), which is basically our curreL-i' policy 
(although DOD is moving towardS-3 in its FYDP). For general purpose 
forces, the OMB staff reportedly likes .G-4, which improves our NATO 
posture but reduces capabilities worldwide for an average annual 

. savings of $0-4 billion. -- Jim Lyl1.n will likely continue to urge the 
Pr'esident to use the study to state public;:ly .his· choices for the direction 
which future strategy should take. 

Our Views 

Our views on the use of the study and on strategy alternatives arc as 
follows: 

-- Usc of theStlldy 

The President can use the NSSM 246 report to do two thinGS " 
indicate the basic direction he would like to see US defense policy /~;;) :.~,\ 

I v ~'" 't 

take, and highlight any of the specific issues treated in the study .':r \"\ 
which he njay wish to emphasize. He could give visibility to his vie\t~ F1 

in yarious documents or speeches over the next month. For exam.ple,o .." 
;i"~~~'" 
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he could indic~lte the extent to '\vhieh his views should he conveyed in 

the DOD PosLure Statenient and his State of Lhe Union address. Also, 
if he would like to state his preferences in a rnuch rnore forn1al way, 
he could ask tbat a draft NSDM be prepared reflecting his dicisions. 

With respect to documents and speeches, the President could: 

__ State his views as to the appropriate defense strategy for the 


Ullited States. 


__ Describe the NSSM 246 study and the way in which it examined 
the central issues underlying the strategydeterITIinations. 

__ Stress ~he Ford Administration1s legacy of increased' e'mphasis 

on critical defense issues and programs, noting the close relationship 
between our efforts in the past two years to improve US capability and 
the central i§-sues (sustainability; warning tin1e, deterrence criteria, 

, etc. ) analyz-ed in the NSSM 246 report. 

__ Highlight certajn of those central issues of particular importance 
or concern, where increased future attention and analysis are deemed 

necessary; and 

__ E1TIphasize in broad ter1TIS the utility of our defense strategy 

in supporting the foreign policy objectives of the United States. 


". -, 
We believe that a disposition of the NSSM 246 report along these lines 
cciuld be useful, would allo'\v the President to leave an important . 
and lasting personal 1nark in the niajor policy area, and would be accept
able to most if not all of the other NSC principals. The only exception 
might be that sOme agenCies, particularly State, would likely be dis
pleased if the President indica:ted an interest in issuing a NSD11. 

__ Strategic Fo.:~ees. There are some things we can write off 
imrn.ediately. We do not v/ant to initiate a major defensive da~TIage 
limiting policy. We think it would be counterproductive to develop 
a full counter-silo capability, because of the crisis instabilities such 
a capability could introduce. We should not move downward from a 
Triad to a D~rad, because of the loss of assurance in our ability to 
retaliate effectively, loss of time-urgent capabilities, and perceptions 
probLerns. With these assulnptions, we are left v,ith two strategies for 

consideration: S-2 and S-3. 

'reP SLC]\ ET I SENSITIVE - XGDS 



S-2 ;:cprCflents our ac(:ual policy today, while S-3 would n'love us toward 

usinU (,UJ: technology to offset Soviet strengths, inSl1l'ing mil.itary gain 

denj;d in a conflict, ;,n abilil:y to aU:<J.ck withheld So\rict ICBMs, alld 


enhctllCcd ci-,Til dcfcn:-;e pLi1l111-Ln[?, (principally for crisis relocation), 


.From a purdy 111iJ iLn:y standpoi.nt., S-3 if; sound, b'll!: it has SOIY)C! c1ra,v


blc!,F; in teJ'n,s or pl'.l'ceplions, ~;tZlbili.ly, and arnl.S race ilYlplicalions. 


Our preferred appToa.ch would be to use S-2 as a basic strater;y but add 


selected el.erncnts of S-3 which rn<1.ke sense for at least the near -tel'l1.l. fub.lrc, 

such as (-!;lhanccc1 c]~,il defenf;e planning for crisis relocation, and 

possibly modest jn1.prOVclnent in our peripberal attack capabilities 

(which really n1.eans crui.se lnissil.f.!S). Hov;ever, we would st.a)T away 


frOID a heavy conlDlihnent to l.arge, very i'apid Iv1-X deployments because 

of the potential irnpi1ct on Soviet percepti.~lls and possible contributions 

to crisis instability. (S-2 '.voult1 depl.oy about 150 l'v{-X starti.ng in tbe 

mi.d 80 1 s; S··3 woul.d accel.erate deplo)Tlnents and increase the quanti.ty to 


about 200. S-4 and S-5 would deploy 300-350 lvI-X. ) 


-- Ge12~_ra1 Purpose Forces. Again, we can start '''"ith those tbings 
'~vhich we wouLd write off in1.l1.1ccliately, We could not reasonably expect 
to obtain the funds that woule) be l'equired to support a rnassive increase 
in our NATO and world'wide ccLpabiliti.es as'called for by G-6. At the 
same tirne, we would not want to reduce our ca.p<:ibilities in Europe: or elsewhc:r' 
worldwide, which I:herefore eliminates G-J.anc.1 G-4·. 

Looking at the individual elelnents of tbe l'cnlaining strategies, we . 
think we should rnaintain our current basic strategy in Europe but ilnprove 
our' ability for rapid response through il~,provcd strategic rnobility. By 
ilnprovingour strategic D'lObility for a bet:ter response posture for 

Europe, we would sinl1JJ.taneous1y be increasing our ability to respond 
wor1d\vide against unforeseen contingencies and a possibly increasing 
global challenge. Als 0, in Eur ope we would enc ourage gr eater sus tainability 
on the part of thci allies, either l:hroughtbeir own efforts or, if necessary, 
through US. assi.stance lo the allies. 

WUh i'CfiJ)~ct to Korea, we do not think we should undertake any force 
reductions at this f:ime. For thc future, we could think about reducing 
(but not phasi.ng out) ground forces fronl a division to one .forward deployed 
brigade and selected artillery :unil:s. A rnodcst force in. Korea would 

continue to show US interest and add greater flexibility should additional 
forces ever be needed, 

-- 2~i'all S(;~:~~r~_~~~;,. The notional overa!.l. strategies (id'cntified 
ill thc'l:eporL and UlC .Presic1qnl l s briefing paper) represent some of 

. . 
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the possible co·m.binal::ions of stratc~gic and general purpose forces 
ailernatives. The overall strategies arc illustrative Qnly; other 
combinations are clear] y possi.ble. 

Our vi.ews on the strategic and general purpose forces issues tend 
to lead to a modified vCl'~;ion of Overall Strategy E. That is, we 
would m.oderately strenrrthen our strategic forces strategy and our 
strategic rnobility capability (which improvcsrapid response for 
Eu-rope and worldwide). 

Conduct of the M:eetin~ 

DOD will start by referring to the earEer NSC meeting and its 
discussion on strategic and general purpose forces alternatives, 
and then lual:c a'brief presentatio~1 on the notional overa1.1 strategies. 
This forrnal \X/ill keep the lead-in briefing to a rninirnum., and permit 
the principals to start thei.r discussions early in the m.eeting. Duri.ng 
the l1.1.eeting,.....·DOD may hand out copies of the charts in the report \vhich 

. f;ul.umarize the strategic and general purpose forces alternatives, in 
order to facilitate the discussions. These ·charts are at Tab 13 and Tab C 
of'the President's briefing paper (Tab II). 

Also, there is some speculation ('hat Sec'retary Rumsfeld rnay try to 
init.iate discussions on binary weapons. V{e will l<eep you inforrn.o-cl on 
potential developments. 

" Your Book Contains: 

Tab I TalkiIlg Points 

Tab II Draft Charts 011 Overall Strategies 

Tab III. The President's Briefing Paper 

Tab A 	 List of Participants 

Tab 13 	 Alternative Strategies for Strategic Forces 

Tab C 	 Alternative Strategies for Genera.l Purpose Forces 

Tab D 	 U. S. Defense Policy and Military Posture, 
Response to NSSM 246, Novemher 30, 1976 
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MEETING POINT S 

Use 	of Study: 

1. 	 The President's views cOLlld be conveyed through the DOD 
Posture Statem.ent and in his State of the Union address. 

2. 	 [If the President prefers a more specific and forITlal 
approach] We could have the working gr:oup draft a 
NSDM for the President's review. 

Strategic Forces 

1. 	 There are SOITle things we can probably write off now. We 
WOLlld not want to adopt a m.ajor defensive daITlage-liITliting 
poli.cy at this tiITle. We should not go for a full counter- silo 
capability, because of the crisis instabilities. it could 
introduce. We don't want a Dyad. TheJ?efore, we are left 
with two strategies: S-2 and S-3. 

2. 	 S-2 l.ooks our actLlal policy today. We can stick with it as a 
basic strategy, but pick up some eleITlents of S-3 that look 
worthwhile, such as enhanced civil defense planning for crisis 
relocation and SOITle -modest iITlproveITlent in peripheral attack 
forces to offset the SS-X-20 and Backfire • 

. 3. 	 I Like the idea of ITloving out on a· surv·ivable M~X, but I think 
we should stay away frOITl a heavy cOITlITlitrnent to very large, 
very rapid M.;.X deploYITlents because of their potential iITlpact 
on Soviet pe rcepHons and poss~ble contributions to crisis 
instability. 

Ge~era1 Purpos e Forces 

1. 	 Our basic strategy for Europe is sound, but we could improve 
our ability for rapid response through improved strategic 
mobility. 

2. 	 By iITlproving our strategic mobility for a better response
".~ 

posture for Europe, we would siITlultaneously be increasing our 
ability to respond worldwide against unforeseen contingencies 
and 	an increasing gl.obal challenge • 
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" "',(""): 3. In Europe, we could also CtlCoul'z.. ge greatcl' sustainability on 
l:.-, ',-:'""".' .. the part of the allies, either through their own efforts or, if 

ncces sary, through US as sistance to allies. 

4. 	 With respect: to I{orea, \ve should not undertake any reductions 

at this tin:lC. For the future, we cOl11d -- at the right tilDe -
think about reducing (but not phasing out) ground forces f.roID 

a division to one forward deployed brigade and selected . 

artillery units. A lnodest force in Korea would continue to 
show US interest and add greater flexibilit), should additional 
fore es be need ed. 

Ove J:;) it Strategies 

I.. 	 The notionaL overall strategies identified in the study are onLy 
exan.lpl.es of how' strategic and generaL purpose strategies can 
be conlbined. Other cOlubinations are obviously possible. 

-" 
2. 	 I thInk we couLd point to\vard an overall strategy which 

nl0derate.J.y strengthens our strategic forces posture (crisis 
reLocation planning;. sonle cruise missiLes), and improves 
our NA TO and worldwid ecapabilitics through inlproved 
strategic HlObil.ity'. 

T~/SI;;NSITIVE XCDS 
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0·---- . THE WHITE HOU~E 

WASHINGTON 

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL MEETING 

ON THE NSSM 216 REPORT ON 


U. S. DEFENSE POLICY ,AND MILIT.'\R Y POSTURE 
AND THE NSC STUDY ON 

NAVAL FORCE REQUIREMENTS 

Thursday, December 2, 1976 

9:00 A. M. (3 hours) 
The Cabinet Room 

From: Brent Scowcroft 

I. PURPOSE 

To be briefed on and discuss NSC studies on U. S. Defense Policy and 
Military Pos~ure (NSSM 246) and Naval Force Requirements. 

II. BACKGROUND, PARTICIPANTS, AND PRESS ARRANGEMENTS 

....-). A. Background".( 

. 1. NSSM 246. In September, you directed through NSSM 246 
that the NSC conduct a broad review of U. S. defense policy 
and military posture. The study, which was conducted by 
the NSC Defense Review Panel, has been completed. It 
provides a range of illustrative strategies for both our' 
strategic and general pur:pose forces, taking into account 
their military, arms control, and budgetary implications. 

In the area of strategic forces, the study highlights the 
following issues as central to U. S. strategy: 

Deterrence Criteria: What criteria for selecting and 
sizing U. S. strategic offensive and defensive forces 
will assure achievement of our fundamental objective 
of deterring nuclear attack? 

Force Diversity: How much force diversity and redundancy 
is necessary to provide adequate confidence in performance, 
to hedge against unexpected technological breakthroughs 
or catastrophic failures, and to complicate any Soviet 
Iirst strike designs? The study examines the triad of 

'fOP 8F.e~R~::r /SENSITIVE XGDS (D) (3). 
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of bombers, ICBMs, and SLDMs and possible 
alternatives such as a dyad of bombers and SL13Ms only. 
Force modernization progralTIS such as the M-X are 
related to this analysis. 

Counter silo Capability: Do we need to increase our 
capability to attack the hardened Soviet ICBM force? 
This issue deals with weapons effectiveness and crisis 
stability. It relates directly to the future of the M-X 
and Trident II programs. 

Defensive Damage Limitation: What level of emphasis 
should be placed on U. S. civil defense programs, air 
defense, and ABM R&D? 

The study points up the growth in the capability of Soviet 
general purpose forces and examines alternate U. S. responses. 
Among the key general purpose force issues raised in the 

report are: 

o Adequacy of Forward Deployment: What are-the 
appropriate levels of forward deployed forces in Europe 
and elsewhere? 

Assumptions on Warning Time: Should U. S. planning 
for initial NATO defense, mobilization, and short-term 
reinforcement continue to assume approximately three 
weeks of warning time? 

Sustainability: How long should U. S. NATO forces be 
capable of sustaining conflict, and what is the relative 
likelihood of a very short (days Or weeks) versus a 

-longer (m.onths or years) war? Central to the sustainability 
factor are the issues of Soviet capabilities, U. S. equipmenl 
stocks, and mobilization and preparedness· programs. 

Conflict Outside the NATO Central Region: How m.uch 
combat capability should the U. S. maintain for conflict on 
the NATO flanks and outside the European theater? We 
currently maintain land, air, and naval forces for a range 
of possible contingencies outside Central Europe. Decision: 
on the future nature and size of these forces have major 

. implications for the Navy and Marines, and are tied to 

special considerations such as Iviid-East oil supply 
continuity and Korean defense •.. 
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Alternative approaches derived from different responses 
to these fundamental issues have been combined to form a 
number of illustrative notional strategies -- five for strategic 
forces and six for general purpose forces. These in turn 
are combined into a number of overall strategy alternatives. 
These combinations provide a useful framework for examining 
each issue in the context of overall defense policy. Two of 
the notional strategies approximate current policy, with 
alternatives ranging on either side of t~ese base points. 
Tentative and extremely rough co st estimates have been 
provides for each strategy. 

The study lends itself to a mlinber of possible uses. Each 
of the Defense Review Panel principals has an independent 
view on the utility of the study and on the individual is sues 
and alternative strategies presented in the report. There 
are differing opinions as to the extent to which the study in 
its present form provides an appropriate basis for decisions 
affecting our national-strategies.- As Secretary Rumsfeld 
points out in his transmittal memorandum to you, there is a 
nf;!ed for additional analysis to reduce uncertainties associated 
with the strategy alternatives, the force requirements and the 
cost implications of each. 

NSC Study on Naval Force Requirements. The NSC study 
on U. S. Strategy and Naval Force Requirements was initiated 
(;arly ill 1976 and conducted by the NSC Defense Review Panel. 
Its early development provid~d the basis for the May supple
mental budget request to the Congress for additional shipbuilding 
funds. Your FY 1977 budget requested $6. 3B for 16 ships. 
The supplemental added $1. 2B for five :more ships and long
lead funding for an additional carrier (CVN-7l). Congress 
approved $6. 2B for 15 ships and the long-lead funds for the 
carrier. 

As a basis for U. S. force projections, the study has examined 
trends in the growth of the Soviet Navy, its capabilities for 
conducting naval warfare in areas more distant from the 
Soviet- Union, and-the increasing willingness of the Soviet 
leadership to employ naval forces in support of foreign 
policy objectives. The basic questions governing U. S. naval 
force requirements as set forth in the Navy study are: 
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Should we accelerate current shipbuilding plans? The 
numerical size of the Soviet Navy has stabilized but 
newly constructed ships possess increased capabilities • 

Should the force mix of ship types stress expensive, 
highly capable ships, or should we concentrate on 
nUInbers, building less expensive ships of lower unit 
capability? Within this broad question, the study 
addresses such issues as carrier vulnerability and 
force levels; a program to modernize the existing 
carrier force; the nuclear I conventional power mix; 
the qualitative mix of other surface combatants; 
alternative methods of providing air power to the 
fleet; and the impact of future systems such as V/STOL 
aircraft and cruise missiles. 

Should the program stress new construction or should 
it emphasize the readiness of existing units while adding 
more slo~ly to the si ze and strength of the fleet? 

Based on the projected threat and alternative responses 
to these basic questions, the study outlines major naval force 
alternatives. The current FY 78 Defense Plan builds an 
average of 22 ships per year for a force of 535 ships by 1990 
at an average annual cost of $6. 9B in FY 1977 dollars • 
.Three other major program options are offered: 

Option 1 would build no more large-deck carrier 
and would use the funds formerly devoted to carrier 
construction to build more surface combatants (an 
average of 28 ships per year for a force of 586 ships 
by 1990 at an average. annual cost of $6. 9B in FY 1977 

.. dollars). 

Option 2 would build one more large-deck carrier, 
develop V/STOL aircraft and deploy them aboard a few 
smaller aviation ships, and build additional surface 
combatants -- stressing numbers over unit capability 
·(an average of 32 ships per year for a force of 608 
ships by 1990 at an average annual cost of $8. OB ill 

FY 1977 dollar s). 
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Option 3 would build one more large-deck carrier, 

o 


develop V ISTOLairc raft and deploy them aboard 
more aviation ships, and build a mix of surface 
combatants - - stres sing unit capability and numbers 
of ships (an average of 32 ships per year for a 
force of 609 ships by 1990 at an average annual cost 
of $8.4 B in FY 1977 dollars). 

Subsequent to the completion of the study, Defense added 
a Low-Mix Option. This option falls between Options 1 
and 2 in overall Navy size and costs. It does not build 
one more large-deck carrier or any strike cruisers. It 
develops V ISTOL aircraft and deploys them aboard one 
aviation ship, and includes additional surface combatants 

:	of lower unit capability and additional support ships. It 
emphasizes numbers of ships (an average of 32 ships 
per year for a force of 604 ships by L990 at an average 
cost of $7.5 B in FY 1977 dollars). 

The study concludes that there is a need to improve our 
_naval capability and that the current Defense Plan 
-already includes an ambitious program to raise both the 
quality of our ships and overall force levels. The 
options presented provide a means to accelerate and 
expand the current plan. A choice among the options 
centers on the question of whether we should build one 
more large-deck carrier and the qualitative mix of 
surface combatants necessary to improve the fleet's 
anti-air and anti-missile capability. 

3. 	 Relationship between NSSM 246 Strategies and Navy 

Study Options. The NSSM 246 study outlines 
alternative defense strategies, and provides notional 
force structures, including naval forces, for each. The 
Navy study postulates three alternative force structures 
designed to implement current U. S. strategy. The 
options in the two studies therefore are not strictly 
comparable. However, some general correlation is 
possible, and a chart illustrating the general 

_relationship is at Tab D. 

B. 	 Participants: (List at Tab A) 

c. 	 Press ArrangClnents: The meeting, but not the subject, 
,will be announced. White House photographer only. 

. 	 
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o	III. TALKING POINTS 

(At the opening of the meeting) 

1. 	 The basic purpose of this meeting is to become acquainted 
with the res ults of two major NSC studies, both of which 
could provide important contributions to future U. S. defense 
policy and military posture. Don, would you brief us first 

on the response to NSSM 246? 

(Following briefing and discussion of NSSM 246) 

2. 	 We also now have the final version of the Navy study which 
we discussed in a preliminary version last spring. ·Don, 
could we have the briefing on that study? 

(Upon 	conclusion of discus sion of the Navy study) 

These studies clearly represent a major effort to grapple3. 
with the future direction of our military 'strategy and force 
posture. I want to consider them both in greater detail and 
will probably want further NSC discussion of NSSM 246. 

(~) 

Attachments 

List of ParticipantsTab A 

U. S. 	Defense Policy and Military Posture,Tab B 
Response to NSSM 246, November 30, 1976 

NSC Study on U. S. 'Strategy and Naval ForceTab C 
_Requirements, November 16, 1976 

Implications of Navy Study Alternatives andTab D 
Options fo r NSSM 246 Strategies 
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